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Summary

This paper introduces an interactive market learning system under development for the power

industry. It is based on three primary concepts.

• Customer value can be created by precisely matching product offerings and the manner in which

they are offered to the style of the customer.

• The style of the customer best suited for guiding product development and market communication

is that of the customer’s decision-making style.

• Interactive market learning can be accomplished by ”concurrent marketing practices” whereby

traditional gaps between different marketing groups are closed, i.e., between market research,

marketing, sales, and service.

A sketch of the fundamental elements of the system is provided.



Introduction: Customer Value & Marketing

Customer value varies in kind and essence ranging from the ”more easily valued” to the ”less easily

valued.” Security is one example of customer value highly sensitive to marketing efforts. The worth

of a ”secure” savings  account or a secure electronic transaction to a customer is difficult to place a

precise monetary value on. But what is the likely success of a bank offering double the market

interest rate on savings accounts that are not guaranteed against theft or loss? How about triple

interest? Here we begin to approach the customer value of security in banking, for example.

In marketing, the value of deep knowledge about your market and customers can lead to meeting

and anticipating what customers find of specific value. Even the simplest knowledge of where

possible customers might be is of tremendous value. The American Lists Corporation of the United

States, for example, manages lists of companies and individuals in the US, and certain characteristics

(knowledge) about them, for others to purchase. American Lists was valued at over $6 billion US in

1996. For cable television franchises, customer bases are often the single most valuable asset worth

more than the infrastructure. And recently, one regional utility operator in Sweden sold its customer

base to an acquiring firm while retaining the distribution infrastructure network. The price paid for

the customer base was well worth the transaction, apparently, for both parties. We can safely

presume that the value established for the customer base was to a large extent calculated upon future

anticipated revenue streams. What are ”anticipated revenue streams” if they are not knowledge about

customer behaviours.

The Importance of Precision in Marketing for Creating Customer Value

We have approached establishing value so far from two perspectives. The perspective of the

customer (value of secured bank account, for example) and that of the firm (value of knowledge

about customers).  A third perspective is more dynamic. It is the perspective of creating value. Not

merely establishing it. Creating value requires putting market/customer knowledge to use in

marketing. Without doing so, all other efforts toward value creation will likely fail. And conversely,

the more precise the knowledge about the customer, the more fruitful the entire value creation effort

will likely be for both customer and producer. The business landscape is riddled with examples of

good products and technologies that fail in the face of imprecise knowledge of markets and

customers.

With the right knowledge about the market or customers, a company is better able to seize those

opportunities where customer value can be created and delivered. Consummating these opportunities

requires precision in making the ”right offer” in the ”right way.” It requires understanding precisely



where product/service offerings fit market/customer demand, and how to present them to different

customers. Figure 1 below presents a Marketing Precision matrix highlighting a simple and powerful

perspective on identifying were customer value opportunities can best be created -- with knowledge

about customers – even in cases of customer rejection. The Marketing Precision matrix presents two

simple dimensions: What is offered and how it is offered.
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Figure 1 Marketing Precision Matrix

What is Offered

The vertical dimension in the Marketing Precision matrix is straightforward. The product/service and

all elements of comprising the offering either fit demand (are appropriate and meet requirements of

use and requests of buyers) or they do not. That is, the offering either fits demands of the market or

it does not.

How it is Offered

The horizontal dimension is also straightforward. What is offered is either presented in a manner that

”fits the customer,” or it is presented in a manner that ”does not fit the customer.” We make the

common sense acknowledgement that some products (offerings) are rejected simply because they are

presented the wrong way. In the cases where the presentation does not fit the customer, we do not

know if the offering would have fit demand or not. We just know it was rejected.

What is meant by ”fit” or ”not fit?” Our perspective is quite precise, but the Marketing Precision

matrix can be viewed more generally. We focus on ”fitting” presentation and offering to the

decision-style of the customer. By decision-style we mean the style in which customers (people)

make decisions.1 We do not suggest a singular focus on a  purchasing decision. Purchasing decisions

                                                       
1 More about the basics of a decision-making model is found in other papers by M. Driver, R. Larsson, and P. Sweet
and others in the proceedings to this conference.



may be decisions to solve a problems, for example. Approaching the marketing effort from a problem

solving perspective in this case will often yield more reward than simple persuasive/sales techniques.

Or purchasing decisions might be based on a selection decision, like choosing a vacation experience.

The common denominator is: purchase decisions are of different kinds, and people tend to make

decisions following certain types of information use and evaluation habits. Often these habits are

used irrespective of the decision at hand (i.e., to solve a problem or make a selection, for example).

We refer to information use and evaluation habits as a person’s decision-making style.

Value creation is facilitated when customer (decision) styles are precisely accommodated. This is, it

is achieved by: 1) developing offerings that deliver increasingly precise features and benefits of value

to different styles, and 2) presenting them in style-sensitive manners. Simply put, by matching ”what

is offered” with ”how it is offered” in a style-sensitive manner. We increase this precision by focusing

on the influence of decision-styles on (marketing) presentation effectiveness and its interrelation to

product/service offering characteristics and their development. Systematically learning about these

interrelationships is critical to the process underlying value creation.

Interactive Market Learning: A Key Source for Creating Customer Value

Looking at Figure 1, the highest probability of sales occurs in the upper right corner where ”what is

offered” is presented in a way that ”fits” customer decision-style. The other three cells in Figure 1

represent instances of customer rejection. Rejections can either be a complete loss or they can offer

unique opportunity for building value through interactive market learning.

Whenever a sale is rejected, we make one of two assumptions. Either the product (and the terms of

its offer) did not ”fit” demand requirements, or it did ”fit” them, but the offer was ”presented”

poorly. Without precise knowledge about customer style / offer style mix, we run the risk of saying

”it was the wrong presentation” when the offering was wrong or vice versa. By increasing our

precision in knowing about customer and sales presentation compatibility, we can better decide

which avenue to pursue to increase precision.

The upper left cell in Figure 1 indicates cases where the offering is right, but the presentation is

wrong. This represents a market communication development opportunity to create value. The

greater the precision in knowing the style of our customer, the greater the precision in creating value

through ”style-accommodating” offers and presentations.



The lower right corner in Figure 1 indicates the instance when we present something in a very

appealing manner (i.e., a style-accommodating manner) but the offering is not appropriate. Here, a

rejected sale can lead to the opportunity to create value by learning what the customer seeks, and

how the product or other elements of the offer (e.g., financing, billing periods, etc.) can be

developed to meet demand. This ”rejection” offers a high product development value creation

potential --  if we learn from it.

When neither the offering nor the presentation fit customer style (lower left corner in Figure 1), we

find the highest probability of rejection. This also presents the  greatest opportunity to develop both

our market presentation and our offerings in value creating ways.

Thus, recognising rejections for their true essence (inappropriate offerings versus inappropriate

presentations) can be a key source for creating value. Such recognition is best achieved through

interactive market learning processes that consistently and continually gather information for the

explicit purpose of learning how to accommodate customer styles.

Interactive Market Learning in a Macro-context

Another perspective on interactive marketing involves the dynamics presented by Cespedes (1995)

”Concurrent Marketing Model.” This model analyses clearly how increasingly competitive markets

impact the firm.  His model asserts that through the interactive acquisition and use of increasingly

precise marketing information, a ”self-perpetuating competitive dynamic” is created where larger

markets are consistently fragmented into smaller and smaller niches. This dynamic is fuelled by the

availability and use of information about customer behaviours by actors in the marketplace.  Figure

2 presents this dynamic.

Cespedes argues as follows. In packaged goods industries, for example, before 1980 information

regarding flows of inventories came from warehouse audits made by participating retailers. These

were conducted every four weeks and analysis took another four to six weeks. Analysis was across

many different trade and consumer categories. By the mid 1980s computerised point-of-sale (POS)

systems and universal product coding (UPC aka bar code) systems drastically altered the timeliness,

quantity, and utility of consumer data. Retailers sell such data on a continual basis to syndicated

research firms who prepare, sometimes on weekly intervals,  market reports and analyses, by UPC

level data (e.g., brand, category, retailer type, class of trade, and even in relation to merchandising

activity like display ads, impulse/seasonal shopping, etc.) Such detail led to Coca-Cola’s ”20ad”

campaign, for example, and the radical alteration of Frito Lay’s reorganisation from the centralised



consistent route-sales network (celebrated in In Search of Excellence) to decentralised local

marketing units to address the ”segmented threats and opportunities in its snack foods marketplace”

(Cespedes 1995 pp. 10).

The sophistication and speed of these systems has increased in the 1990s such that inventories are

monitored almost hourly. Such practices have also spread to services industries such as

telecommunications. And the efforts to integrate distribution automation systems with that of

demand side management in the power industry indicates the same dynamic is under way, fuelled by

deregulation in the EU and other regions of the world.

More  Ta rge t i ng Be t te r  Cus tomisa t ion

   R e d u c e d  M i d d l e
M a r k e t

Figure 2 Market Fragmentation: Self-purpetuating Competitive Dynamic (from Cespedes, 1995, p.10).

Here we see how the increasingly precise knowledge and its use  about consumer behaviour (i.e.

interactive market learning) creates and alters value in entire markets and for specific companies.

Fragmentation is achieved by undermining traditional ”strong holds,” based on a strategic advantage

and traditionally defended by creating barriers to entry,  and moving closer and closer to customer

demands.

In an environment where such information is for sale, and the motivation of competitors to use it is

high, it is clear that developing a deeper knowledge of customer behaviour regarding both purchases

and decisions about them could protect from customer losses and help to attract new ones. It offers a

mechanism for managing market fragmentation to ones advantage.

Interactive Market Learning and ”Concurrent Marketing”

Often, such information is dispersed in organisations. Cespedes’ (1995) proposes that, much like the

need for concurrent engineering arose because product engineering & design departments  tended to

engineer products and ”through them over the wall” to production engineering, often there is a gap

between sales, service and marketing groups who also need to concurrently integrate their

information about customers, service and markets.



Sales and service groups often have access to the richest explanatory and behavioural information

while marketing and market research groups gather attitudinal and industry information relating to

pricing, advertising, packaging, product development, etc. Popular marketing press addresses this as

the ”gap between sales and marketing” or between ”sales and service.”

In a ”concurrent marketing” model emphasis is placed on increasing integration and communication

efforts among disparate marketing groups within organisations, especially between sales and service

management with marketing and market research. With the rise of increasingly integrated

information/communication infrastructures, company ”intranets” can assist marketing integration, but

not accomplish it. Achieving such integration is essentially a learning process.

An Interactive Market Learning System

With mountains of customer data now available but dispersed throughout different marketing groups

in organisations, the question becomes one of how to use it to create value. This requires a

systematic framework that bridges or integrates individual and organisational learning. The New

Business Strategies Group of the ISES project in Sweden is researching one such system under

development for the for power companies.

The system is based on two principles. 1) Accommodating customer style will enhance the value

enjoyed by the customer, and 2) knowing customer style will create value for a company when

communicating to customers (making an offer) and when designing products and their offerings

(what is offered).

The system utilises a combination of ”multiple interfaces” (see Figure 3 Below) with customers

which continually attempt to accommodate the style of customers. Using multiple interfaces reflects

a concurrent marketing approach by including traditional market research activities (questionnaires,

focus groups, etc.), sales activities, and service activities. The term ”multiple interfaces” also implies

the use of electronic media like web sites. But web site services can range from informational

(usually early in the sales cycle) to customer support and service, and even billing. In fact, the bill

itself, whether electronic or paper-based, is considered an interface capable of giving important

indications of customer style. Preliminary results our the ISES studies indicate that some styles

prefer detail, other do not. Some prefer historical information, others are more interested in

projections of cost. Some are interested in community/neighbourhood information, some are not, etc.

Value can be added via the billing process if one understands the type of information desired by

different styles, and the manner in which it will be processed.
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Figure 3 An Interactive Market Learning System

This approach is based on accommodating decision-styles of customers. We find the greatest value

here in achieving precision between ”what is offered” and  ”how it is offered.” The framework can

also be used to address market communication, sales, and service practices already in use.

Our tactic is to use a concurrent marketing approach which involves multiple assessments of

customer interactions and behavioural data gathered by different marketing groups. This approach

has the added value of focusing each group on recognising and facilitating customer value in every

interaction with him/her. Such information will be continually updated so that increasingly precise

indications of customer decision styles can be accommodated by a portfolio of style-accommodating

offerings and market communication, sales, and service practices. Moreover, as customer

preferences change, the concurrent approach will provide early signals as to the nature of the

changes, by decision-style, so that corrections can be made, and new offerings are developed ahead

of competitors.



Conclusion

We have introduced an interactive market learning system for gaining precision in matching product

offerings (what is offered) with market presentations (how it is offered) where customer decision-

style provides the basis of precision. The framework fits into the macro- and micro-interactive

marketing contexts by adopting a concurrent marketing strategy. A strategy which, analogous to

concurrent engineering practices, integrates cross functional marketing activities and information,

i.e., information from both traditional market research and market communication activities with that

of sales and service.
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